OASIS AMQP Bindings & Mappings Technical Committee
Minutes of the Bindings & Mappings Technical Committee
Tuesday, 23rd of April, 2013

Chair(s)    Steve Huston

Members in Attendance:
Steve Huston    Individual    Allan Beck    JPMorgan
Laurie Bryson   JPMorgan    Rob Dolin    Microsoft
Robert Gemmell  JPMorgan    Rob Godfrey  JPMorgan
Shawn McAllister Solace Systems  Dale Moberg  Axway Software
Andreas Moravec Deutsche Boerse  Jakub Sholz  Deutsche Boerse
Gordon Sim     Red Hat

Observers in Attendance:
None
Agenda

1. Call to Order and Welcome
2. Roll Call
3. Approve Agenda
4. Approve minutes from April 9, 2013 meeting
5. Progress on Websockets (David Ingham)
6. Progress on SCTP (Matthew Arrott)
7. Progress on SOAP (John O’Hara)
8. Progress on JMS (Rob Godfrey)
9. OpenMAMA/AMQP (William Henry)
10. Possible use of external assistance for document drafts
11. Any other business
12. Adjourn
Notes:

1. Welcome and call to order
   Meeting opened at 10:40am EST.

2. Roll Call
   As noted above and updated on the roster. Meeting is quorate.

3. Approve agenda
   There were no objections to the published agenda.

4. Approve minutes from April 9, 2013 meeting
   Approved.

5. Progress on Websockets (David Ingham)
   David not present. Steve noted that David scheduled a call for Wednesday
   April 24 to discuss technical details. Interested people should contact David for
   details. Rob Godfrey noted an email discussion re AMQP/Websockets on the
   amqp-bindmap@oasis-open.org mailing list that should be reviewed before
   attending the April 24 call.

6. Progress on SCTP (Matthew Arrott)
   Matthew not present.

7. Progress on SOAP (John O’Hara)
   John not present.

8. Progress on JMS (Rob Godfrey)
   Rob has no update on JPMorgan legal department - still waiting for their
   response to Laurie Bryson’s request for guidance on next steps to contribute
   JPMorgan’s previous JMS-related work to OASIS.

9. OpenMAMA/AMQP (William Henry)
   William not present.

10. Possible use of external assistance for document drafts
After previous meeting, Laurie and Steve discussed how to get more help getting documents started. Laurie suggested we approach OASIS. OASIS doesn’t directly provide this service, but other TCs have used outside technical writers in the past for this purpose of pulling together available notes and information to begin a draft document. The SCTP and SOAP areas could benefit from this. Rob G. indicated JMS is not in a position to benefit much; Websockets is already well enough along in generating a draft document and also wouldn’t benefit. No word from OpenMAMA SIG. Steve/Laurie to follow up with writers/TC/OASIS to learn more about bringing in writing help.

11. Any other business
   None.

Meeting was closed at 10:55am EST.

Next meeting will be Tuesday the 7th of May, 2013.